FUN IN THE SUN BOCCE
MEETING MINUTES on NOVEMBER 19, 2020
The meeting was brought to order by president, Nancy Bellavance at 12:01 PM. Pat Shingledecker
read the minutes from the March 19th meeting. Nancy asked if there were corrections or additions
needed; none were needed and the minutes were approved as read.
Patricia Shingledecker gave the treasury report since Gloria Pulley was not present at the meeting;
March ending balance was $1,315.55. The final balance for November 19, 2020 is $2,369.55.
There was no report for Sunshine at this time.
Ellie Johnson gave her social report and informed everyone that she has decided to cancel all social
gatherings at this time. She also informed everyone that the school has decided not to do any plays
until 2022. Upon brief discussion it has been decided to do gatherings outside with social distancing.
Those who were in charge of the gatherings would just need to coordinate with Adam as to the date
and have the tables properly setup outside; there will be a signup sheet as before so whomever is in
charge knows how many tables and chairs are to be setup.
President Nancy Bellevance introduced the new people that joined and were present at the meeting;
the three new people in attendance were Cindy Thomas, Jane Van Noord, and Pam McNatt.
Nancy Bellevance asked both Gail Kantz and Marsha Benedict to inform everyone who the captains
are for both the Tuesday and Thursday play.
After informing of the captains, teams were picked for Tuesday and Thursday play by drawing the
team numbers and placing the person on the appropriate team.
Marsha Benedict informed everyone that we have received new subs and believe there is enough for
both days (Tuesday and Thursday), however, if someone is unable to make then it was okay to let
players on the opposite day to sub if needed, but subs on the list have the priority.
Marsha Benedict informed everyone that Donna will be starting practice and teaching new players
Bocce after Thanksgiving on Tuesday’s at 2:30 PM.
Nancy asked if there were any concerns to report. Ann Hall asked if we had to wear masks and
Nancy said yes and that we would need to clean/wipe the balls after being touched. Upon brief
discussion, everyone agreed to move the last luncheon from April to March. Marsha also informed
everyone that the bylaws now reflect that you can either wear red or black bottoms instead of just red
and also informed if anyone needed a new Bocce shirt (s) they can purchase from Jan Simon at lot
#506.
Marrion Lloyd made a motion to donate to the same organizations that we donated to last year for the
same amount or more if need be. The motion was seconded by Marcia Zenk and all was in favor; the
motion was so moved and carried out.
Marsha Benedict will contact and notify players on both dates (Tuesday and Thursday) who have not
yet paid their dues that they need to be paid in order to be in the club or they will not be able to play.
You can put your $5.00 dues in an envelope and put it into the interoffice mail under C for Lillian
Couch.
Nancy adjourned the meeting at 12:57 PM.
Respectfully submitted by:
Pat Shingledecker
Secretary
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